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Tracklist
1. Shruti’s Song
2. Stoned Eyes
3. Nobody, Not Even The Rain
4. The Fish’s Eye
5. See Who Laughs Last
6. Broadcast Fireworks Display (Pt. 1)
7. Today Grew Dark
8. Knocking On The Ground
9. Even When The Time Comes
10. The Witching Hour
11. As A Period in Which Nothing Happens
12. Broadcast Fireworks Display (Pt. 2)

Locher has mostly made his mark as the co-founder of My Idea of Fun,
a collective of musicians, visual artists, filmmakers, and writers based
out of Johnstown, PA. Since 2006 Locher has quietly disseminated
more than 50 releases under various monikers and in various mediums, though The Meets has recently evolved into a particularly important vehicle for his work. Composed of a rotating live performance
and recording ensemble directed and produced by Brandon Locher,
The Meets’ ensemble consists of nearly two dozen musicians musicians playing and sampling acoustic and electronic instruments over
an electronically created sound collage. According to Locher, “80% of
the sounds on the album are organic, taken from field-recordings that
I made - a drum circle that happened in the streets, recording friends
playing orchestral instruments, etc, to build this created ensemble
with everyone being credited.” The album’s name, It Happens Outside, does something to indicate Locher’s priorities, using the album
and his cast of players used to create a literal exploration of how the ensemble can evolve musically, a heavy emphasis being
placed on one-on-one to coordination with different participants during the three year recording process. As a created space, It
Happens Outside acquires the character of third stream music, the fusion of jazz and classical. Like famous Manhattan busker and
avant-garde composer Moondog, Locher’s creation has an indelible connection to the rhythms and anatomy of the city - samples
originate from field recordings there, gathered while staying with his sister, fellow artist Olivia Locher. His background growing up
and collaborating with My Idea of Fun from Western Pennsylvania has given his treatment of those sounds a distinct sensitivity as
he explores his own sense of terrestrial space, the album a uniquely compelling addition to his oeuvre.
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“...An understated but intentional compositional framework is overlaid with complex sound collage. Locher is helped
along by a loose coalition of players (as is his wont), but this work shows exactly where he’s at as an artist — not a virtuoso player, but a virtuoso thinker.” -The Pittsburgh City Paper
“...a sound-art piece edited together from phone calls to numbers randomly selected from a Johnstown, PA area phonebook by
conceptual artist named Brandon Locher. For each successive call, the answerer is answering the previous answerer, and the
next to that answerer, and on and on. There’s almost a half hour of this, and every second is fucking gold. It’s a great statement
on hot topics like consumer culture and the language of dead signifiers made even more dead/empty in our increasingly automated world, but I especially like how, as Conversations offers a kind of narrative, the various mysteries each caller is presented with
develop with each passing transaction, an ever-thickening plot unfolding rather awkwardly and hilariously..” -Tiny Mix Tapes

